Intraoperative fluorescence imaging in reflectance geometry (FRI) is an attractive imaging modality as it allows to noninvasively monitor the fluorescence targeted tumors located below the tissue surface. Some drawbacks of this technique are the background fluorescence decreasing the contrast and absorption heterogeneities leading to misinterpretations concerning fluorescence concentrations.
INTRODUCTION
The attention to molecular imaging has increased for the past few years, [1] [2] [3] [4] due to the recent availability of fluorochromes which allow the study of gene expression, protein function and interactions, and a large number of cellular processes in a minimally invasive way.
Molecular imaging presents several advantages: it offers good sensitivity when the observed objects are close to the surface, is generally fast (acquisition times typically range from a fraction of seconds to minutes), the implementations are easy, low cost and compact.
On the other hand, this technique suffers from important limitations. One of them is due to the background noise caused by excitation leaks and fluorescence from superficial layers. While the natural fluorescence of tissues may be used as a means of study, [5] [6] [7] [8] it is an obstacle for fluorescence reflectance imaging because it reduces the addressed depth several millimeters since the detected signals decrease exponentially with depth while the background noise remains the same.
Fluorescence reflectance imaging is usually performed with a wide-field detection scheme (referred as WF-FRI), contrary to our line scanning approach which gives us access to more information. We scan the medium with the laser line and acquire at each position of the line both fluorescence and excitation images. By using the relationship between the excitation intensity profile and the background fluorescence one, we are able to predict the amount of signal to subtract to the fluorescence images to get a better contrast. We will also show how this method permits us to correct the effects of absorption heterogeneities, leading to a better accuracy for the detection. Most of the elements of the optical setup (illustrated on figure 1) used for this study are based on a classical setup for reflectance molecular imaging. The light source is a 690 nm fibered laser (Intense HPD model 7404) which illuminates a tissue-like liquid phantom. Fluorescence images are acquired with a CCD camera (PCO Pixelfly VGA, 640x480 pixels images) for each position of the object which rests on a motorized translation stage. A cylindrical lens is used to focus the laser on the phantom along a line of width 1 mm which sets the translation steps at 1 mm to fully illuminate the phantom. A fluorescence filter (Semrock Razoredge 808 nm long pass filter) is placed in front of the camera to stop all excitation photons so as to detect a fluorescence signal.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental setup
All the liquid phantoms used in this study were made with the same recipe to obtain tissue-like optical properties with an absorption coefficient µ a = 0.05 cm −1 and a reduced scattering coefficient µ s = 10 cm −1 . The fluorescent inclusions are 1 mm diameter tubes containing 3 µM of Indocyanine Green encapsulated in lipid nanoparticles (LNP-ICG 9 ) diluted in the same preparation as the phantoms to match background optical properties. We added different amounts of LNP-ICG to the phantom preparation to obtain different ratios of fluorescence to background fluorescence. Three different types of phantoms were used for this study:
• a single inclusion located at different depths ranging from 1 mm to 1 cm,
• a fluorescent resolution target depicted in figure 2 This target consists of plexiglass pieces (which fluorescence emission spectrum is given on the right of figure 2) embedded in a circular phantom made of polyester resin with optical properties matching those of the liquid phantoms. The target is then immerged in a liquid phantom at depths ranging from 1 mm to 4 mm to test the improvements in resolution with depth,
• two inclusions located at the same depths but with different absorption coefficient (this will be described more precisely in the absorption correction part of this paper ( § 3.3)).
Image processing methods
The image processing method we will present relies on the assumption of relationship between the excitation and the autofluorescence signals defined as following 10 :
where E is the excitation, A is the autofluorescence, r is the distance and k is a proportionality coefficient.
If the assumption is true, knowing the excitation profile could give us an insight on the autofluorescence profile. Simulations and experimental validations were performed to test this relationship, with simulations parameters chosen to match the experimental conditions. Two types of simulations were performed to check the validity of our hypothesis: first with the Monte-Carlo method (with 10 6 photon counts) and also with the NIRFAST software 11, 12 which is based on the diffusion approximation.
In both simulations, the medium is a homogeneous fluorescent one in a slab geometry with tissue-like optical properties.
To experimentally validate our hypothesis, measurements were acquired on a homogeneous autofluorescent phantom. Fluorescence and excitation images were acquired. As with the simulations, we studied the profiles ratios A/E for several increasing levels of autofluorescence.
The results obtained with both simulations and experimentally are presented on figure 3. A/E ratio profiles are presented for increasing levels of autofluorescence. We see the linear relationship of A/E with r for a distance inferior to 20 mm for both Monte-Carlo simulations and experimental acquisitions.
We suspect that their loss of linearity after this distance is due to the increase of noise due to the lack of photons. This linear relationship is even more visible on the simulations performed with NIRFAST as seen on the center of figure 3.
We will now explain how we take advantage of this relationship between the excitation and autofluorescence signals to reduce the effects of autofluorescence.
Let us consider that:
where I tot is the total signal detected on the camera, F is the fluorescence signal of interest, A is the autofluorescence, E are excitation leaks, α and β are coefficients.
By fitting I tot with αE + βE.r, we can find the fluorescence signal of interest F by subtraction.
The fitting method is the following: for each excitation position, we acquire both a fluorescence and an excitation image. For each position, we then fit the fluorescence intensity profile in each column of the image by using the corresponding excitation profile with the method of least squares. We then obtain α and β parameters specific to each position. These parameters stay the same for excitation positions where only the autofluorescence is excited and have strong variations for positions surrounding the fluorescence target.
We studied two possibilities: we can either choose to use the parameters specific to each positions (referred as local parameters) or to use the mean parameters (referred as global parameters). As we will now see with the following simulations, each possibility has its own advantages and drawbacks.
In the first case studied, we used the same medium as in the previous simulation and we added a fluorescent inclusion located 2 mm below the surface. The simulated phantom and the different intensity profiles of interest are depicted on figure 4. As expected, the intensity profile obtained when fitting with the local parameters is close to the total fluorescence profile and is sensitive to the fluorescent inclusion, while the one obtained when using the global parameters is closer to the autofluorescence profile and is not sensitive to the fluorescent inclusion.
After subtraction, both methods completely nullify the autofluorescence contribution. The global parameters method leads to a better dynamic around the fluorescence inclusion but suffers from boundary effects.
For the second case studied, we used the same medium as in the previous simulation and we added five fluorescent inclusions located 2 mm below the surface. The simulated phantom and the different intensity profiles of interest are depicted on figure 5. Contrary to the previous case where the parameters did not vary much and where taking their mean value allowed to get close to the background signal, in this case the parameters of the fluorescent objects vary more and have a bigger weight, leading to an overestimation of the autofluorescence when taking their mean value. This is why after subtraction we obtain a negative level of signal with the global parameters. Figure 6 presents the behaviour of our model for five different positions of excitation around a fluorescent inclusion. It is possible to fit the autofluorescence signal with the excitation signal as the two profiles overlap when there is no fluorescence of interest. The differences between the two profiles that appear when there is some fluorescence signal of interest allow us to enhance this fluorescence signal by subtracting the fit to the whole fluorescence image.
To compare the different detection schemes and quantify the improvements, we use the contrast C T,N defined as:
where T and N are respectively the mean intensity values in a target region of interest (with fluorescence) and in a neutral region of interest (with background fluorescence only). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Contrast enhancement
We will first present the results obtained for the contrast in the case of a phantom with a single fluorescent inclusion at different increasing depths. Two different levels of background fluorescence were considered: a realistic one, and a stronger one to test the limits of the method.
On the left of figure 7 , we compare the contrasts observed at the ten depths considered with the WF-FRI and both fitting methods for the realistic level of background fluorescence. Contrast is enhanced with both the local and global parameters fitting methods. In this simple case where there is a single fluorescent inclusion, the global parameters method offers better performance as mentioned before: the gain obtained with the local parameters varies between 1.2 at 1 mm and 3.1 at 10 mm while it varies between 1.4 and 4.4 with the global parameters.
On the right of figure 7, we present the results in the same case as before but with a stronger background fluorescence signal.
Even in this case with a stronger background signal, our fitting method enhances the contrast compared to the WF-FRI with both the local and global parameters. However, the gain obtained is smaller than the one obtained in the case with less background signal. The second set of results was obtained with the fluorescent resolution target described in the previous part. The concentration of background fluorescence was set to have a realistic fluorescence to background ratio, and the target was immerged at three depths between 1 mm and 3 mm. The images obtained are presented on figure  8 .
Resolution enhancement
At 1 mm, it is possible to resolve the target with WF-FRI (left column) but there is already some crosstalk between the different groups of inclusions leading to an overestimation of the signal produced by the largest inclusions.
The local parameters fitting method (central column) offers the best performance. It enhances the resolution as it increases the peak to valley ratio between the fluorescent inclusions and the background, and the background fluorescence surrounding the inclusions is totally suppressed. The global parameters fitting method (right column) also suppresses the background fluorescence surrounding the inclusions, but the peak to valley ratio between the fluorescent inclusions and the background is slightly lower than with the local parameters fitting method.
At 2 mm, it becomes difficult to properly resolve the target with WF-FRI. Signals coming from the three largest groups of inclusions start to overlap and form one large fluorescent signal, making it impossible to distinguish the single inclusions in some groups.
The local parameters fitting method still offers the best performance as the resolution between the groups of inclusions is still good, but it becomes harder to see the inclusions in the group of inclusions with the smallest diameter. The global parameters fitting method gives results comparable to the ones obtained with the local parameters fitting method, but, as seen at 1 mm, the peak to valley ratio between the fluorescent inclusions and the background is slightly lower.
At 3 mm, the whole target only emits one large fluorescent signal with WF-FRI and the groups of inclusions are completely unresolved. With both fitting methods, the target is unresolved and we can only see one large signal due to the three largest groups of inclusions and two smallest signals due to the two smallest groups of inclusions.
Absorption correction
We first tested the absorption correction properties of our method in simulation with NIRFAST.
The first case studied ( figure 9 ) is similar to the one presented on figure 4, but we added an absorbing heterogeneity juste above the fluorescent inclusion to deteriorate the detection with WF-FRI. As previously mentioned, the profile obtained when using the local parameters is closer to the raw fluorescence profile while the profile obtained when using the global parameters is sensitive only to the absorption variation. After subtracting the profiles, the autofluorescence is correctly reduced with both fitting methods. We also can see that the drop in fluorescence observed in WF-FRI due to the absorbing heterogeneity is corrected. However, the fluorescence level is still lower than the one obtained for the simulation without the absorbing heterogeneity.
The second case studied is a more complex one with two fluorescent inclusions at the same depths separated by 5 mm in the horizontal axis as depicted on figure 10. Two simulations were performed: one where both fluorescent inclusions have the same absorption coefficient as the background, and another one where one of the inclusions has an absorption coefficient ten times higher. We can notice as mentioned in the paragraph concerning the resolutiuon enhancement that the best resolution is obtained with the local parameters fitting method, the two fluorescent peaks being better separated than with the WF-FRI. As for the previous case where there was an absorption heterogeneity above the fluorescent inclusion, there is a compensation of the absorption thanks to our fitting method and also with the ratio technique. With both of these techniques, the compensation is comparable, the signal from the inclusion with the higher absorption is increased compared to the signal obtained with the WF-FRI.
This has also been verified experimentally. We studied a phantom in the same configuration with two fluorescent capillaries at the same depth, the difference with the simulation is that the distance between the capillaries is 1 cm.
As for the simulation, two experiments were performed: one where both fluorescent inclusions have the same absorption coefficient as the background, and another one where one of the inclusions has an absorption coefficient ten times higher. The images obtained with the WF-FRI, both fitting methods, and the fluorescence to excitation ratio method are shown on figure 11. Fluorescence by excitation ratio Figure 11 . Images obtained with the different methods for two configurations: left: both capillaries have the same absorption coefficient; right: the top capillary has an absorption coefficient ten times higher.
As expected, the higher absorption of the top capillary leads to a decrease of its signal intensity it is twice as low as the one of the capillary having the same absorption as the background. The fact that the decrease of the intensity observed is higher experimentally than in simulation can be explained by the difference in distance between the capillaries: in simulation, the signals add more as the capillaries are closer, which diminish the effects of absorption.
To have a quantitative idea of the absorption correction of the different techniques, we have plotted on figures 12 and 13 respectively the intensity profiles taken perpendicularly to the capillaries for the different methods, and the normalized intensity profiles. The results obtained experimentally are comparable to the ones obtained in simulation. First, we can notice that the local parameters fitting method enhances the resolution compared to other methods. It also appears that no method totally corrects the effects of absorption. The difference with the simulation is that the only method that increases the signal of the higher absorption capillary is the local parameters fitting method: the signal is at 63 % of its original level, contrary to the other methods where it is at 50 %.
CONCLUSION
We presented in this paper a novel approach for molecular imaging based on the use of a laser line illumination rather than the more classical WF-FRI. By using a laser line to illuminate the object to study and acquiring fluorescence and excitation images for each position of the line, we can use the relationship existing between the excitation and autofluorescence intensity profiles to enhance the contrast and resolution of the signals.
While a strong background fluorescence can reduce the performance of the method, we can still expect a noticeable improvement compared to the WF-FRI. We also showed that this technique can be an alternative to the ratio method used by some groups to account for the absorption heterogeneities and correct the absorption effects. While we saw that in some cases the technique can totally correct these detrimental effects, there is still some work to be able to use this correction in all the cases of interest.
